Unsupervised Online Memory-free Change-point Detection using
an Ensemble of LSTM-Autoencoder-based Neural Networks
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1. Introduction
Change-point detection (CPD) refers to the problem of finding abrupt changes in the behavior of a system [1] .
Online CPD (detect change-points with minimum possible delay after it occurs) from multivariate time series is of great importance to many real-world
problems such as climate change detection, medical condition monitoring, and human activity analysis. Besides, since acquiring labels might
be a laborious task in these problems, we prefer to perform CPD in an unsupervised manner. We aim to use deep learning techniques to improve
the performance of existing CPD methods.

2. Problem Definition

4. Methodology

We are given a time series T = {x1 , x2 , ..., xn }, where xt ∈ Rd is the observation at time t. By using
an sliding window of length w across T , we will have Xt = {xt−w , xt−w+1 , ..., xt }. Time series T
∗ ∗
∗
contains K change-points P = {t1 , t2 , ..., tK }, where the properties of T changes abruptly at each
t∗k , k = {1, ..., K}. CPD is the problem of approximating indices t∗k .

Our proposed method, Adaptive LSTMAutoencoder Change-point Detection
(ALACPD), exploits the concept of anomaly
detection [3] to perform CPD. The algorithm is
consisted of two phases:
1. Offline Training. To start training, we
assume that the first 5% of the data contains
no change-points. We train the model on these
samples. Our model is an ensemble of three
sub-networks with the same architecture as
Figure 1 and different skip sizes to learn dependencies at different scales. Then, we calculate
the threshold thstate for each sub-network which
is a proportion of the mean reconstruction error
of the samples belonging to the current state.

3. Network Architecture
Figure 1 depicts the designed network which consists of two main components:
(1) LSTM-skip Autoencoder includes two LSTM-skip neural networks as the encoder and the
decoder. By adding skip connections of length s between LSTM cells, LSTM-skip networks aim to
address the problem of vanishing gradients of LSTMs in learning very long-term dependencies.
(2) Auto-regressive (AR) is employed to forecast the current Xt based on the h previous obserbt . We observed that by using an AR model
vations (h is the time window for the AR model) as X
AR
in combination with an LSTM-autoencoder, the model can find change-points with smaller delay [2].

Figure 1. Network architecture (LSTM_AE)

Finally, we reconstruct the input observation in the output and minimize its reconstruction loss:
btAR , minimize
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5. Results
We evaluate our proposed model and compare
BOCP RBOC
ALACPD
Dataset
BOCPD ECP KCPA
ZERO ALACPD
DMS PDMS
[w/oAR]
it with several state-of-the-art CPD algorithms.
0.365
0.305 0.007 0.298 0.424 0.425
0.688
0.611
Settings. The datasets and the methods for
Apple
0.513
0.513 0.029 0.318 0.373 0.594
0.634
0.695
comparison, are similar to the experiments
0.549
0.530
0.05
0.459 0.467 0.236
0.594
0.565
Ocuupancy
performed in [4]. We use two metrics to eval0.807
0.75
0.107 0.496
0.29
0.341
0.663
0.49
uate CPD methods: covering (to measure the
0.815
0.657 0.128 0.302 0.439 0.304
0.73
0.73
Run_log
1.00
0.792 0.139
0.42
0.543 0.446
0.844
0.891
quality of the states), and F-score (to measure
Table 1. Performance comparison among methods.
the quality of the estimated change-points).
Each entry contains the covering score (above), and F-score (below).
Results. The results of the experiments are
presented in Table 1, and a visualization of CPD by ALACPD on Apple dataset (price and volume
of Apple inc. stock) is presented in Figure 3. Our proposed method outperforms all the other
methods on the Apple dataset in terms of covering and F-score and on Occupancy
dataset in terms of covering. In addition, on Run_log dataset, ALACPD is the
second-best performer in terms of both metrics.
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Figure 2. Schematic of proposed algorithm (ALACPD)

2. Online Training. After offline training,
we start online training/testing as presented in
Figure 2.
• If we receive an observation Xt with low
reconstruction error, it means that this
sample belongs to the current state.
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Figure 3. Change-point Detection example using ALACPD on Apple dataset. Vertical red lines indicate the locations of the estimated change-points

• If we receive several anomalies in a row ,
it appears that the underlying data distribution is changing and therefore, a
change-point has been detected .
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